Language Arts 2 Assessment Answer Key

1. Answers will vary. Your student’s short paragraph should include a minimum of 3 sentences, and should incorporate all of the adjectives they listed.

2. Answers will vary depending on the adjectives created in the previous question. They might include the following:
   Descriptive word: fuzzy
   Similes: Fuzzy as a tennis ball. Fuzzy as a winter scarf.

   Descriptive word: stinky
   Similes: Stinky as a rotten tomato. Stinky as an angry skunk.

3. Rebekah said, “Jacob, come here! Tomorrow, go speak to your father.”
   Answers will vary. One possible answer might be:
   I said, “Penny, run faster! I need my raincoat before I get soaked.”

4. Answers will vary. Some possible answers might be:
   Sam the sly snake slithered southward to the sea.
   Words work well with wandering wiggly worms.
   Beautiful blue bananas bounce off my bed.
   Perky penguins prance pridefully past the possums.

5. Answers will vary. Some possible answers might be:
   Turn off the oven once the timer buzzes.
   Be sure to clear off the table and put away your books before you turn on the television.

6. The milkman delivers milk on Friday.
   Once the robbers were caught, the policeman took them to the station.
   My grandma bakes the best cookies.

7. Answers will vary.

8. He made a dish, a cup, and a spoon.
   Answers will vary for the second part of the question. A possible answer may be:
   He carefully made a ceramic dish, a blue plastic cup, and a silver spoon.

9. Mon. – Monday
   ST – Saint
   Dec. – December
   Dr. – Doctor
   AVE – Avenue
   CA – California
   Mrs. – Misses
   Wed. – Wednesday
   St. – Street
   Sept. – September
   Prof. – Professor
   Sat. – Saturday

   Answers will vary for the second part of the question.

10. Answers will vary. Be certain that your student writes a minimum of 2 lines. Their poem should be “fun” ... in other words, more than “I had eggs for breakfast. They tasted good.”